
Salzburg, Austria | 6 Months | 2017
Industrial Design Intern

Kiska Gmbh From working on smaller ideation projects to long term experience design, this 
internship allowed me to work for various different clients while contributing to the 
everyday functioning of the agency.

Pune, India | 5 years | 2012 - 2017

Dehradun, India | 5 years | 2010 - 2012

2016 - 2018

Industrial Design Masters

Senior Secondary

Industrial Design

ISD Rubika 

KV ONGC

Photoshop Keyshot

Solidworks Grasshopper3d

Illustrator After Effects

Rhino3d

Invision Sculptris

Indesign

Freelance

www.sushantvohra.com
sushantvohra@gmail.com 

+1 510 438 8421

Hello! I am an Industrial design graduate from ISD Rubika (Institut Superieur de Design). My keen sense of observation, eye 
for details and good creative skills led me to pursue a career in design. As a designer, I see my self in the role of a problem 
solver. I enjoy exploring ideas that drive and support human behaviour to add value to people’s lives. I am flexible, quick to 
pick up new skills and eager to learn from others. 

Graduate with highest distinction in Master of Industrial Design program led by 
designers and educators. I had the pleasure of collaborating with students in multi-
disciplinary teams on live industry projects with leading design companies.

Multicultural school with senior secondary program with science and mathematics 
as my major.

Mumbai, India | 2 Months | 2016
Industrial Design Intern

Godrej A continuation of a college collaboration project where I was involved in the research 
and conceptualization of a new power backup solution. I worked in parallel with the 
in-house engineering and strategy teams.

Hong Kong | 6 Months | 2015-16
Industrial Design Intern

Steelcase Worked independently, and often with a small team exploring multiple aspects of 
office furniture including seating, storage and work surfaces through various methods 
of prototyping and ideation, while working in parallel with researchers.

San Francisco, USA  | 2018 - Now
Industrial Design Intern

Astro Studios Currently working in the bay area with an award winning team of designers to shape 
brands of the future and help grow existing ones in the field of consumer electronics, 
virtual reality and furniture through all aspects of design.

Individually supported companies around the world including Steelcase, JDS Labs 
and Vokyl LLC in the field of furniture, audio and gaming through concept generation, 
CMF exploration and development of design language.

I spend my free time practicing music, taking videos or 
drawing concept art. These activities act as creative exercises 
and modes of expression for me. In 2014, I converted my 
hobby into a business and have since then worked for more 
than 100 bands designing album artworks, logos and T-shirt 
designs for their music and records.

Nationality : Indian
Date of Birth : 14th Sept, 1994
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